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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this paper is to show the dynamic behaviour of 

the Renewable Plant for Grid Code requirements 

regarding Q and V. The document is focused on big 

amplitude grid voltage variations because this can be 

considered as the most critical point regarding dynamic 

behaviour of generally of the Renewable Power Plant 

(RPP). 

Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM), 

Mechanical Switch Capacitor (MSC) and Mechanical 

Switch Reactor (MSR) are considered as subsystem ( 

Hybrid-STATCOM system) to meet reactive  Grid Code 

requirement, analysing the Step Response of system and 

the Continuously Voltage Control action. Switching 

transients of Mechanical Switch Capacitor (MSC) and 

Mechanical Switch Reactor(MSR) applied for Voltage 

control in RPP are taking into account.  

A sample case is considered by simulating the model using 

the  Matlab / Simulink software. The performance of the 

Hybrid-STATCOM system is studied by performing 

simulations in one scenario, "Continuity Action Control". 

I INTRODUCTION 

Today, the requirement of grid code is becoming more 

restrictive. Reaching installed reactive power values above 

33% is quite common, assuming an overhead cost for the 

final installation. It is necessary to find lower cost solution, 

which comply with the requirement.  Hybrid-STATCOM 

price ratio is about 40% cheaper than other solutions to 

provide reactive power. From the economic point of view, 

it is very interesting to carry out an analysis of the capacity 

of this system for the fulfilment of the operator 

requirements. 

A. Voltage Transient Response  

The majority of the requirements for the voltage control 

performance are based on Figure 1.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Definition of Voltage Transient Response 

according to IEEE 1031 

 

 

Apart from the numerical data depicted in Figure 1, the 

relevant parameters and signals are defined in the 

following: 

- Time Rise or Response Time 

- Maximum Overshoot 

- Settling Time. 

 

Standard Values in Grid Code is coming out: 

- Vmax and Vmin, define the voltage range allowed at the 

PCC side, typically between ±10% of the nominal voltage.  

- Vo, represents the initial voltage reference.  

- Vref, represents the target voltage reference.  

- DV, represents the step or the difference between the new 

and the old reference.  

Steady-State Error  

The steady state error of the controlled voltage shall be 

contained within a band of ±0.5% of the reference value.  

Rise Time Range  

The rise time of the voltage response in case of voltage, 

reference stepping shall typically be 1 second.  

Overshoot  

The maximum overshoot in case of voltage reference 

stepping is less than 5% of the step value. In case of 

disturbance change, the overshoot shall be less than 2.5% 

of the reference value.  

Settling Time  

T1 seconds after applying the new reference, the voltage 

shall be stable and contained within ±5% of the step 

around the reference value. T2 seconds after applying the 

new reference, the voltage shall be stable and contained 

within Steady-State Error of the step around the reference 

value.  

B. Performance Requirements for continuously 

acting automatic voltage control systems 

In order to qualify as a continuous action reactive power 

actuator or voltage / power factor control device, the 

Hybrid-STATCOM system must be capable of alternately 

varying its power from 0 to the nominal inductive power 

and from nominal inductive power to nominal capacitive 

power signal. A reference signal as shown in the Figure 2 

for T sg without significant additional delays to those 

specified in the previous control requirements, and which 

do not show discontinuity in response. 
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Figure 2 Definition of the requirement for continuity in 

reactive power control action 

 

System response under this condition is of special 

relevance in case of the STATCOM uses MSC and  or 

MSR. The objective of the simulations carried out in this 

paper is to verify the performance of hybrid solutions from 

the point of view of the dynamic aspects.  

The hybrid system response to this setpoint input 

determines the Hybrid-STATCOM's characteristic against 

a sequence of step change. 

This graph clearly represents the ability of the response to 

a sequence of events. 5 consecutive events with a duty 

cycle of T = 5 second have been considered. 

It is possible to improve the response and number of 

repetitions with a suitable sizing of the maneuvering 

devices associated to MSC and MSR. 

 

II BASIS OF CAPACITOR BANKS & SHUNT 

REACTOR SWITCHING 

A. Overview 

The objective of this work is not to analyse the local effects 

of the transients during the connection of the banks but to 

study their participation in the voltage control analysing 

the response times in the system. 

Several studies have analysed in depth the mitigation of 

transients and their local effects. [1] 

The proposed system considers a solution based on Pre-

Insertion Resistor given its high performance, as can be 

seen in the simulation graphics of Capacitor Switching 

Transient of Zero-Crossing solutions and PresInsertion-

Resistor for a system with two banks of capacitors: 

 

Zero-Crossing 

 
Figure 3 Voltage&Current MSC1 and MSC2 

Pre-Insertion Resistor 

 
Figure 4 Voltage&Current MSC1 and MSC2 

Simulation 

Case 

Mitigation 

Peak   

Current 

Mitigation 

Peak 

Voltage 

Remarks 

ZVC Succesful 
Good 

1,28 pu 

Trasient will 

increase if Timing 

Calibration Drifts 

PIR Succesful 
Significant 

1,22 pu 
 

Table 1  

 

Because every capacitor bank and electric system is 

different, the designer must analyse the situation and tailor 

the switching device accordingly.  

B. Capacitor Bank Connection/Disconnection 

Equipment L 

It is necessary to discuss an adequate set of requirements 

that the RPP must meet to ensure that the Transmission 

System is able to recover after being affected by a 

sequence of events that take place over a short period of 

time and with very short time between each one at the 

successive events. 

 
Figure 5 Capacitor Switch interrupter diagram.  

 

For Pre-Insertion Resistor Switch we can consider: 

 

Spring re-charge time  

The standard designs generally have a 10-second recharge 

time. Designs, which will recharge more quickly in terms 

of a few seconds.  

Quick Discharge Voltage of Capacitor Bank 

There are several procedures for discharging MSC, but 

experience has shown that Voltage Transformers (VT) do 

this job well if they   are sized properly. [2] 

As regards to heating, it is considered that all the energy 

stored in the MSC goes to heating the copper of the VT 

primary. This energy is: 

𝑊 =
1

2
𝐶𝑉2 

Where V is the Capacitor voltage on opening. 
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Figure 6 Quick Discharge of MSC 

Temperature Raising is: 

∆𝑇 (℃) =
𝑊

𝑀 ∙ 𝐶𝑒

  

Successive discharges increase the heating of the primary 

winding of the inductive voltage transformer in a linear 

way, being the final temperature increase the addition of 

the temperature increases of consecutive discharges. 

VTs must sized properly to withstand the mechanical 

stresses caused by the discharge current of the MSC 

through the primary winding of the transformer. [2] 

 

Heating effect and the rating of preinsertion resistor  

Circuits  

The heating effect is accounted for by design calculations 

for the duty cycle needed. This generally relates to about 5 

or more bank energizations in rapid succession from a 

thermal energy perspective. 

To accommodate element in constrained space while 

satisfy requeriment 

- Resistence Value 

- Dielectric stress 

- Absorbed energy     𝑊 = ∫
𝑈(𝑡)2

𝑅(𝑡)

𝑡2

𝑡1
 

Lifetime of equipment (switching operations) 

A hybrid system control and correct sizing prevents 

unnecessary operations by reducing the cost of operation 

at the expense of increasing the cost of system losses. 

Advanced simulations can determine the optimal 

compromise solution. 

Frequent switching may increase wear and tear of 

switchgear. This would eventually affect operational costs 

due to the increased maintenance and reduce the lifetime 

of equipment, which is typically limited to 10000 to 

100000 switching operations. 

 

The control principles for the WPP with MSCs are mainly 

voltage control, reactive power control, or power factor. 

For obtaining optimal control performance, the execution 

of the issued commands must take place without 

unnecessary delays, meaning that when a command for 

connecting / disconnecting a capacitor banks is issued 

from the STATCOM to the capacitor breaker or switch. 

 

 

 

 

 

Approach to system with Multi-PreInsertion Resistor 

 
(a)                                     (b)     

Figure 7 Phase Current,  (a) Standar PIR, (b) m-PIR  

A system based on multiple pre-insertion resistors may 

provide a method for minimizing current transient during 

charging of the capacitor bank. Current peaks are observed 

during the impedance changes(PIR1, PIR2, PIR3) and a 

disturbance at the time of the final connection (ByPass 

ON) as a consequence of the differential residual voltage. 

III STATCOM. 

A. Principe of a STATCOM 

The STATCOM is one of the most important shunt 

connected FACTS controllers to control the power flow 

and make better transients stability. A STATCOM is a 

controlled reactive power source. It provides voltage 

supports by generating or absorbing reactive power. 

 

   
Figure 8 Vector diagram for capacitive and inductive 

STATCOM operation 

The phasor diagram in Figure 8  helps to understand the 

principle of the STATCOM. Therefore the compensator 

current IGrid flows in negative direction as per the 

definition in Figure 8 . In this situation, the STATCOM 

acts like an inductor. Since in all situations the current 

IGrid is phase shifted by 90° compared the grid voltage 

UGrid, the STATCOM power is purely reactive.[3][4] 

 

B.Voltage controller of a STATCOM  

The main function of a STATCOM is to regulate the 

transmission line voltage at the point of connection.  

Figure 9 shows the block diagrams of a STATCOM 

voltage controller where Es is controlled by varying the 

modulation ratio m. 
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Figure 9 Voltage Controller Diagram 

With the proposed controller, STATCOM can also 

perform voltage regulation exclusively. 

The controller diagram in Figure 10, 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓 is calculated 

from a voltage regulator and reference negative sequence 

currents (𝐼𝑑𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 𝐼𝑞𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑓) are made zero. This allows 

STATCOM to regulate three-phase voltage without being 

affected by negative sequence voltage at its terminal in 

asymmetric networks. Therefore, STATCOM supplies 

only positive sequence current to regulate the RMS voltage 

at PCC. If network is balanced then negative sequence 

modulation indices (𝑚𝑑 − and 𝑚𝑞 −) can also be made 

zero to regulate PCC voltage exclusively. 

 

 
Figure 10 Block diagram of complete STATCOM 

controller for voltage regulation 

IV. CASE STUDY 

In order to study and analyze operating requirements for 

automatic continuous voltage control systems, a power 

system based on Figure 11 a hybrid STATCOM system 

consisting of an 8MVAr power STATCOM and the 

associated power station, two MSC of 7 MVAr and a MSR 

of 9MVAr connected to the 34.5kV bar are considered. 

The Connection Point is considered at 132kV. 

 

 
 

Figure 11 Single line Diagram 

The purpose of the simulations is to characterize the hybrid 

solution proposed through Continuously Acting 

Automatic Voltage of special relevance to verify 

compliance with the dynamic range response required by 

the network operator and the objective of our simulation. 

A correct dynamic response of the reactive power 

compensator system is required in order to fulfill the grid 

codes. The system needs to inject the required reactive 

power with a defined transient response. (Figure 1) 

A. Performance Requirements for reactive power 

compensation systems 

A correct dynamic response of the reactive power 

compensator system is required in order to fulfill the grid 

codes. The system needs to inject the required reactive 

power with a defined transient response. For example in “ 

IEEE 1031” the following parameters are in figure 1 

 

In order to analyses the response times of an Hybrid-

STATCOM system, the grid scenario shown in Figure 10 

has been simulated using Matlab/Simulink software. 

Several reactive power steps have been defined in order to 

test the reactive power compensation system: 

 

Time (s) Reactive Power Setpoint (MVAr) 

0 to 1 0 

1 to 5 -15 

5 to 7.5 18 

7.5 to 10 -15 

Table 2 

 

In Figure 12 the reactive power set points (red line) and the 

delivered reactive power of the Hybrid-STATCOM 

system is shown. On the one hand when the set point is -

15 MVAr, the inductor of 9MVAr is connected because 

the required reactive power exceeds the nominal power of 

the STATCOM. On the other hand, the two capacitor 

banks are connected when the required reactive power is 

18 MVAr. 

 

 

Figure 12. Reactive power setpoint and measurement. 
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In Figure  13 the transient voltage amplitude at 34.5 kV 

busbar is shown. From this graphic the main response time 

parameters are obtained: 

 

Parameter Value 

Response time 35 ms 

Settling time 100 ms 

Maximum Overshoot 0.6% 

Table 3 

 

The performance of the Hybrid-STATCOM regarding to 

the transient response is good enough to fulfill the 

requirements of the main grid codes.  

 

 
Figure 13. Voltage transient at 34.5 kV busbar 

 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
The correct sizing of this subsystem offers other 

advantages as a lower energy cost for the control of 

reactive power. MSC and MSR have reduced losses in 

relation to the use of electronic power converters (EP) for 

this purpose.  (0.2-0.15W /KVAr against 10-20W/KVAr) 

The natural P-Q response of RPP must be taken into 

account and monitored Q objective (for PF and Voltage 

controls). With previous and subsequent simulations with 

real data of an annual production cycle, the advantages of 

set points of operation and improvements in the strategy 

control with reduction of losses and possible penalties for 

misalignments can be analyzed. 

 

 
(a)                                          (b) 

Figure 14. (a) P-Q , (b) MWh- %Pn 

Suppose a system that needs a contribution of Q kVAr and 

consider the participation of MSC or MSR and EP 

 

Total Losses (kWh)=(0.2 x QMSC or MSR + 10 x QEP) x hour 

Q (MVAr) 

 

To minimize losses, some operating points must be located 

for MSC an MSR where the contribution of the PE is 

minimal throughout the work cycles. These associated 

losses for pure dynamic systems outweigh MSC & MSR 

maintenance costs.  

 

CONCLUSION 
This article tests the feasibility of implementing Hybrid-

STATCOM System for the voltage control service in RPP. 

The simulations that characterize the performance have 

been performed considering 5 second duty cycles.  

Consideration has been given to the restrictions applied to 

the MSC and MSR maneuver elements. 

The results show that a Hybrid-STATCOM System can 

meet the requirements applied, and as a result, the 

installation cost for network support resources could be 

considerably reduced. 

The state of the art in relation to MSC and MSR allow 

solutions that can be adjusted to the needs and 

requirements of the system operator by extending the 

Hybrid-STATCOM System application. A study of the 

sizing of the system simulating optimum points of 

operation can provide important savings in the medium 

and long term, adjusting criteria of operation cost and 

losses in the system. 
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